
Presents:
Wire Bending Machines

Customized Design and Fabrication.



� Customer’s product review (MIG Team).
� Mechanical design concept review.
� CAD drawing design concept.
� Electrical controls concept design.
� Part list , materials, BOM generation.
� Time line generation for Quoting purposes (draft).
� Quoting process for customer’s  review.
� Customer design review.

Upon customer approval…

� Review and confirm time lime.
� Order material. 
� PTR frame fabrication. 
� Tooling fabrication.
� Actuators installation.
� Electrical / controls wiring.
� Dry cycle test and product test to drawing specs.
� Equipment take apart in preparation for powder coating.
� Re-assembling after coating, fine tune.
� Run Test,  (run at rate).
� Ship to customer.



CAD Drawing used at design stage and through out fabrication  
process. 

Attribute gauges are developed to verify 
finished product meet customer specification.



Allen Bradley PLC Ladder Logic

Operator Touch screen / Allows 
operator interaction with the different 
system modes and production 

On screen message system, allows basic 
trouble shooting without the need for PLC 
computer connection. This minimize down 

system modes and production 
controls. 

Allen Bradley PLC and controls 
devices are standard. 

trouble shooting without the need for PLC 
computer connection. This minimize down 
time.

Air pressure monitor will automatically 
shut the equipment down if air pressure is 
below minimum requirement. 

Interlock switches turns air off when  
removable guards are opened.

Hinged guards can be opened, allowing 
convenient access for maintenance. 



Certified MIG welders arrange frame 
components following MIG’s Best Weld 
Practices guide lines. 



Standardized tooling and 
actuators requires smaller spare 
part inventory. 



Powder Coat Advantages :

Resistance to high  impact.

Resistance to scratch.

Resistance to heat.

Resistance to color fading.

Durability



“Ale mite” ports  allows faster 
and convenient access for PM  on 
all actuator slides . 

Discharging chute for 
finished parts.



Operator Screen 
(HMI). 

Component (wire) feeder.

Hinged guards 

Controls 
enclosure

Easy access  to 
RFL unit.

Machine Status 
visual alarm. 




